The scientific temper*

Hermann Bondi

Why is science so universal? Surely the only explanation can be that its methods and outlook correspond to traits shared by all humans, that it is adjusted to a common human characteristic.

It is a great and unexpected honour to have been invited to give this lecture in the memory of a great man, whose name is honoured throughout the world. This memory is so rich, that one can put one's own slant on it and hope that illuminates and adds to it.

My first knowledge of him came to me as a child in Vienna. When our mother fell ill, she engaged a lady as governess to stimulate and supplement the school education of us children, myself and my sister who was a few years older than myself. We became so fond and keen on this lady that even after our mother returned to health we made sure that she came and spent time with us. She had an avid interest in all aspects of adult education, but her great hero was Gandhi. This was much of my physics from this remarkable book.

He evolved the clearest way of teaching Special Relativity — the usual method is to expound it using the rigid rod approach. One was uncomfortable and even thought this approach clumsy. When a rigid rod is pushed, the other end moves instantly, i.e. the information is carried to the other end instantaneously. This contradicts the very principle of relativity. Bondi’s approach (now called K calculus) is simple, logical and without any inconsistency.

After the sixties, Hermann Bondi concentrated on administration and was Chairman of many committees that gave direction to science in the United Kingdom and Europe. One does not know what the good fairy does to make men remarkable administrators and Chairmen. The list of Government Departments and Committees he headed is formidable: Chief Scientific Adviser to the Ministry of Defence, Chief Scientist, Department of Energy, Chairman and Chief Executive, Natural Environmental Research Council. (You should hear him talking with great knowledge about seals and their babies.) He was also Chairman, National Committee for Space, Director General of the European Space Research Organization. (He was perhaps the first to insist that satellites must monitor soil erosion.) The list goes on — and in each field he left an indelible mark.

Hermann Bondi is much interested in the wider implications of science and scientific outlook — as his membership of the Humanist Association and the Science Policy Foundation testify.

I saw this Vienna-born British scientist for the first time in flesh and blood almost 25 years ago. From being my physics teacher by proxy he became a very good friend. Once I went along with my wife to Hermann and Christine’s beautiful home near Cambridge to seek his advice. Two more striking things about Hermann Bondi: The first is the absolute clarity with which he expresses himself in the English language. His choice of words and sentence constructions are superb and unmatchable.

The other is the fund of humorous stories he has. He is amongst the best reounteurs I have listened to. (We hope we hear some of these. It will be appropriate today as Gandhiji was always so full of fun.)

He was Master of Churchill College in Cambridge for many years. He was truly the Master of many fields he touched — be it fundamental physics, pedagogy, administration, or his concern for human dignity.*

---

*Text of the Gandhi Memorial Lecture delivered at the Raman Research Institute, Bangalore, on 30 January 1996. Hermann Bondi is a Fellow of Churchill College, Cambridge CB3 0DS, UK.
remarkable, for Vienna was far from the turbulence of British-Indian relations and totally absorbed in its own politics which indeed was of immediate and overwhelming importance as it led to the horrors of the Third Reich and the Second World War. Thanks to this lady, I was immersed, as a boy of 10 or so, in his unique way of bringing morality into politics and making his shining and undeflectable personality an eagerly watched centre of interest for innumerable millions. What a contrast to the violent and doom-laden politics of my home town and its slovenly pessimism!

As a footnote, I might mention that after the war, when all my other friends and relations had emigrated or been murdered or otherwise met their deaths, I made two visits to Vienna for the chief purpose of seeing this lady again in her old age.

Following this modest justification for my standing here, let me turn to the title I have chosen, which admittedly sounds as though it was far more in the spirit of Jawaharlal Nehru than that of Gandhi. Part of my purpose in this talk is to suggest that this contrast is much more apparent than real. It is indeed thanks to Nehru that this splendid reference to 'the scientific temper' occurs in your constitution.

In my view, the most remarkable characteristic of science, even more extraordinary than its achievements, is its universality. Persons can and do contribute to science irrespective of ideology, religion, race, gender or location. I know of no other human enterprise that is so common to the whole world. It is true that under brutal totalitarian regimes there have been short-lived perversion of the universal spirit of science, such as 'Aryan physics' in Hitler's Germany or Lysenko's genetics in the Soviet Union, but these exceptional derailments do not and should not be taken to invalidate the universality of science.

Why is science so universal? Surely the only explanation can be that its methods and outlook correspond to traits shared by all humans, that it is adjusted to a common human characteristic. In my view (and in this I am very much a follower of that great philosopher of science, Karl Popper) this universal characteristic is our fallibility. What science recognizes above all is that depth of conviction and passionate feeling are no guarantee of correctness; nothing that one of us claims can ever be taken for granted. Thus we scientists learn early in our professional careers that we must not take offence if it is felt necessary to repeat our experiment or to go through our calculations with a fine toothcomb. On the contrary, we should take it as a compliment if our work is taken so seriously by others as to merit repetition and detailed analysis. However much we may believe in our results, the outcome of such a repetition may well bring a surprise. But this is part of the process of scientific progress, which tends to be zig-zag. It has rightly been said that science does not advance like a steam roller.

This outlook does affect our professional attitude: To be proved wrong is no disgrace; to be ignored is true failure. Moreover, almost every mistake made has within it the seeds of an advance. Perhaps an example may help. Many years ago a friend and I advanced a theory that if a certain gap in the knowledge of the day hid a particular property, very important consequences we elaborated would follow. This led others to devise most ingenious experiments to fill the gap in knowledge directly. They disproved the existence of this property and thus our theory fell. Though this result was evidently not what I had hoped for, I feel proud of my involvement. As a result of our failed theory having been proposed by us, a gap in knowledge has been closed. My professional standing has also gone up rather than down.

Of course the behaviour of scientists is not always beyond criticism. There is occasional cheating, usually of very short life in a field in which checking and cross-checking is mandatory. A more serious problem is the rule of fashion: if a particular topic attracts some eminent scientists, it becomes popular and soon it is pursued in numerous locations. This gives it momentum: even if the original interest leads to little that is valuable or the benefits of the topic are quickly exhausted, the herd is liable to continue in the same direction whether it is still profitable or not. Thus there is merit in following one of the less popular topics and generally to be honest with oneself if one's choice of subject proves to be unfruitful and to switch to something else. The universality of science does not mean that everyone must chase the same hare at the same time.

The relation of science to technology is too often misunderstood. It is quite untrue to say that science is pure and primary while technology is dirty and merely derivative. Science is above all an empirical subject; the test of experiment and observation is supreme. But how are experiments and observations performed? Of course by building apparatus that uses the technology of the day. Thus it is advances of technology that lead to more searching experiments that test our theories more thoroughly and reveal previously unimagined insights. In all, this technology is primary and science follows. On other occasions, technology follows science by making good use of novel scientific results. The two are intertwined and it is as foolish to ask which is leading and which is following as it is to ask which came first, the chicken or the egg.

*On one occasion when I arrived at Western Test Range in California to watch the launch of a satellite, I was informed that the management had that day to make the difficult choice of a contractor to maintain all the instruments of the huge base for the next 3 years. When I suggested that surely the obvious choice was the contractor who had carried out the task for the previous 3 years, I was told this was not possible. By law, the contract had to be awarded to a small business. By virtue of this maintenance contract, the current firm had become too big to be classified as a small business.
Both science and technology require human cooperation. The work of a scientist is useless unless and until it has been communicated to other scientists and been understood by them. Thus that most singularly human of our abilities, language, is essential for science*. Whether we do enough to develop the communication skills of young members of our profession is perhaps debatable, but it is as essential for the effectiveness of their work as scientific knowledge is.

At this stage, I want to pause to describe, in the light of what I have said, my interpretation of the phrase 'scientific temper'. It certainly does not mean that everybody should be a scientist. It does not even mean that everybody should have a modicum of scientific knowledge. It is the methods and outlook of science that it refers to.

First, it must mean that we favour human cooperation and linkages without setting to them any boundaries of race, religion, nationality, ideology or gender. Secondly, it must imply that we are humble even about our deepest convictions and offer them for checking by others wherever this is feasible. Thirdly, it should make us similarly sceptical of what others try to force down our throats. Cooperation cannot and should not be based on unsubstantiated claims, particularly where this might imply hostility to others. Fourthly, we have to cultivate an enquiring mind. To summarize, we have to live with uncertainty.

This deep and fundamental uncertainty is basic to the human condition. It requires a very adult outlook to be ready to accept this uncertainty and yet to take necessary decisions. Such an attitude is fundamentally human and is what 'the scientific temper' means to me.

Of course this is not a prescription for perfection. Competition is an unavoidable and even essential aspect of any effort involving numerous people. We all know that competition in any enterprise can take very ugly forms. This applies in science and perhaps even more in technology. Yet there is a good deal of evidence that abolishing competition leads to worse faults and that we should accept it as basically human, while doing all we can to diminish its nastier manifestations.

It may well be asked what good science and technology have done to the human species. Even a professional scientist like myself cannot brush aside such a sceptical attitude, least of all on an occasion in honour of perhaps the greatest of all such sceptics. My response comes in two parts. First, I want to stress the spiritual quality of all we have learned. The Copernican system and Darwinian evolution have profoundly altered our outlook on the place of us humans in the universe, a change that I regard very much as a change for the better and rightly humbles us.

To come more to my areas of science and technology, the universe has been found to be an infinitely grander (and perhaps more mysterious) place than was ever imagined before, while the technology of space has been triumphant and chastening at the same time in a previously undreamt of way. I agree with Bronowski's description of science as our greatest spiritual adventure.

But secondly, what about the strikingly Gandhian criticism that the acquisitions so characteristic of modern life do nothing for the human being as a thinking and feeling individual? Gandhi himself showed that much of what we think is necessary or at least desirable can be done without, though most of us, unlike himself, would find it aggravating, to say the least, to be deprived of our material comforts. Yet he demonstrated convincingly that they are not essential to our inherent humanity. On the other hand I think that in some respects our modern industrial and technological civilization has led to a profound change for the better.

The first and, I think, most important of these is the reduction in child mortality which has been substantial throughout almost the whole of the world and particularly so in the industrialized countries. The grief of a parent for a dead child is a primitive and most powerful human emotion. It is not part of the veneer of civilization, but deep and intrinsic. To have materially reduced the number of such tragedies is no mean achievement of our century. It cannot be belittled as purely relativist. Moreover, it is a result of a large number of aspects of our civilization and indeed of its whole outlook which at its best can be described as 'the scientific temperament'. Clean water, better nutrition, more knowledgeable and healthier mothers, better housing, preventive medicine have all contributed mightily to this highly desirable result.

Like all human achievements, it has a negative aspect too: Until parents everywhere appreciate that their children are very likely to survive to adulthood, many will continue to overinsure by having unnecessarily large families. Until the reduction in child mortality is universally understood, this will add to the worrying growth in our numbers. But this is probably a purely temporary difficulty that should not stop us rejoicing over the progress achieved and fostering its further advance.

Another change that our civilization has brought about is the greatly increased mobility of people. In as far as it makes us more aware of the variety of our species and brings us to understand better the strength and significance of common humanity, this is to be greatly welcomed. However, it also has negative aspects such as increased tensions and the slackening of family bonds. Moreover, it raises ethical questions we have barely begun to understand. Yet on balance, I have little doubt that in making us less parochial, the increased mobility

---

*A man went into a pet shop wanting to buy a particularly intelligent parrot. After taking great care to choose such a bird, the pet shop owner sold it to him. Two weeks later this man returned to the shop and very angrily complained that the parrot, in spite of its supposed intelligence, had not said a word in all that time. 'Ah yes' said the pet shop owner 'this one is a thinker, not a talker'.
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makes many a positive contribution to 'the scientific temper'.

To come to a very different issue, I would now like to discuss the influence of religion and its relation to my topic. It is easy to state the benefits of religion. No doubt it gives solace and comfort to believers in time of stress and bereavement. It also makes a bond between members of the same persuasion. Moreover it gives believers in a revelation a level of certainty absent from other human affairs. Against this is its terribly divisive effect, that has so often led to some of the worst horrors in human history. What attitude should 'the scientific temper' make us take to religion?

First, it is evident that there are many religions and denominations on the Earth, each of which has sincere, able and honest adherents. Yet there are considerable contradictions between most of them. Almost all of them are based on an alleged revelation, absolute faith in which is demanded of all followers. It is clear that if one is right, practically all the others must be wrong. Thus, at best, only one of them describes the world correctly and most of them must be in error. Of course there is no test to determine which is the right one. A believer in one of them would be very arrogant to claim that his is the uniquely right faith and that all who think otherwise are in error, an error that must be corrected by whatever means is available.

Surely 'the scientific temper' should lead us to respect everyone's religion as long as it is treated as a private matter and not as something to be forced on others, whether by gentle persuasion or otherwise. But the same respect is due to those of us who have no belief in the absolute truth of any revelation. In my view it would be beneficial if more of us who hold such views would stand up for them and refuse to compromise in such matters as ceremonies.

The greatest difficulty arises about children. Though we need to respect the right of parents to bring up their children in their tradition, it scarcely fits into the Gandhian stress on the commonality of humanity to allow parents to keep their children rigidly apart from those of other faiths. A good acquaintance and friendship between those of different religious persuasions is an essential feature of a functioning nation. To make a

reality of faith in common humanity, all artificial divisions between people should be discouraged and diminished, whether these divisions are of a religious or other type.

Our task is to combine respect for the variety of individuals with the need to foster a feeling of commonality. The only way we can do justice to all is by political democracy, the only way to respect the range of religious beliefs is to have a fully secular state.

Democracy is not an easy prescription to put into practice. It is certainly not just a matter of voting, important though this is. A point I want to make here is that the results of elections should be unpredictable in some sense*. If it were the case that most people's votes were wholly determined by the religious or ethnic community they belong to, I would doubt if such a society could be called truly democratic. For instead of counting the votes in the ballot boxes, one could then simply count the numbers of each such community. It is essential that many members of the electorate should vote only after giving thought to the questions of the day and not as an automatic reaction consequent upon their affiliation.

India has a splendid constitution embodying the words 'secular', 'democratic' and 'the scientific temper'. Many of us elsewhere are not so fortunate, at least not explicitly. To translate these phrases into fact is a task for us everywhere. The more we succeed, the more we honour the memory of the great man we have come together to celebrate.

---

*The London County Council (LCC) was established early in this century, and by 1960 London had grown far beyond its boundaries. The LCC was firmly in the Labour party's control. So when a conservative government arranged for it to be replaced by a 'Greater London Council' (GLC) covering a much larger, electorally more mixed area, Labour was furious and vowed to reverse the legislation when it formed the government. However, on the urging of educators, the LCC area was retained for the Inner London Education Authority (ILEA). The first GLC elections were held in 1964 when the conservatives were very unpopular, and Labour gained two-thirds of its seats. When Labour became the government a few months later, nothing was heard of the pledge to abolish the GLC.

The new Labour government soon lost support, and when the second ILEA elections were held in 1967, the Conservatives gained control of this Labour stronghold previously regarded as impregnable.